On December 4, 1969, Fred Hampton and Mark Clark, two leaders of the Black Panther Party, were assassinated in their sleep by Chicago police and the F.B.I. Their murder was part of an F.B.I. counterinsurgency plan known as COINTELPRO that singled out the Black Liberation Movement for destruction through infiltration, disruption, imprisonment, and assassination.

People's outrage brought the facts to light. As a result, the government was forced to pay a settlement of almost two million dollars. But today, 17 years later, the goals that Fred Hampton and Mark Clark organized for have still not been realized. And Black revolutionaries like Sundiata Acoli, Sekou Odinga, and Kojo (s/n Grailing Brown) remain locked down in the dungeon that is the Marion Control Unit.

The Committee to End the Marion Lockdown is showing this movie about Fred Hampton to commemorate an historic event and to build for an important event in our future. Join us on Saturday, December 6, as we demonstrate to demand: STOP THE LOCKDOWN AT MARION PRISON! CLOSE ALL CONTROL UNITS! STOP SELECTIVE MISTREATMENT OF POLITICAL PRISONERS AND PRISONERS OF WAR! We will meet at noon at Daley Civic Center and march to the Bureau of Prisons at the Metropolitan Correctional Center.

Thursday, December 4, 1986    7:00 PM
Wellington Avenue Church
615 W. Wellington Avenue

Jeffrey Haas, one of the attorneys for the Hampton and Clark families, will speak about the case

Sponsored by The Committee to End the Marion Lockdown
343 S. Dearborn   Chicago, IL 60604

Donation of $2 is requested

663-5046